Well Testing

The right equipment, the right personnel, the right solutions whenever and
wherever you need it. Greene’s Energy Group offers well testing, hydraulic choke and laboratory services

for evaluating a well and then prepares it for production by monitoring the well flowback, electronically measuring the
gas and fluid pressures, analyzing samples, and delivers precise reports to our customers to warrant the best results.
And these reports can be viewed securely by our customers anywhere in the world, at any time.

Well Testing
When you are planning the
implementation of a well test to
understand the characteristics
of the reservoir, you need
the well in the best possible
condition so data readings are
accurate. Greene’s well testing
delivers solutions from shortterm flow back to permanent
production. We’ll remove
destructive drilling fluids and
completion fluids before you
assign the well to permanent
production. As one of the
largest well testing companies
in the US, Greene’s Energy
Group has the equipment, the
personnel, and the knowledge to
deliver solutions whenever and
wherever you need them.

Greene’s offers the winning combination of decades of knowledge gained in the field
and technologically advanced equipment to deliver a complete line of well testing,
flowback and production solutions to our customers.
Our professionals will meet with you in advance to custom design the correct
package of equipment and services needed to meet your particular requirements and
successfully execute the project. Whether it’s performing toe-prep, frac support, the
drill-out of plugs, flowback, well control operations or production support, you can
count of Greene’s to be there with the right people and the right equipment.
Our expert well testing services include:
• Electronic Gas Measurements
• Electronic Fluid Measurements
• API Gravity Monitoring
• Chloride Readings
• Real-time Reporting
• Low Emission Capabilities
Some of our well testing equipment includes:
• Flowback Manifolds
• Three-phase, High Volume Separators [High/low and Liquid Level Shut Downs]
• Sand Separators
• Line Heaters
• ESD Valves
• Flow Tanks
• Flare Stacks
• Generators, Light Towers
• Piping
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Hydraulic Choke Services
Greene’s Hydraulic Choke Services combines engineering and application expertise to
design, develop and produce equipment that withstands the most arduous applications
and harsh locations. Our Choke Service applications include snubbing, coiled tubing
drill-out, frac support and extreme flowback.
Greene’s array of Hydraulic Choke
equipment includes:
• Hydraulic Chokes [2-1/16” 15,000 WP
		 Dual Choke Manifolds]

• 3” 15,000 WP Plug Parts Catchers
• Hydraulic Control Trailers
• Hydraulic Service Trailers
• Flowline Packages

Never Out of Touch with Your Data, View Your Well Files Any Time
Greene’s has established an online document portal which provides our clients secure
online access to their well documents anytime, anywhere.
Additionally, our field technicians utilize laptops with secure network cards in remote
areas to make real-time updates to well data on the customer’s document portal.

Greene’s Laboratory Services
Greene’s laboratory services include gas chromatograph analysis (through C11+),
hydrocarbon liquids analysis (through C31+), and brine water analysis via ICP and
ASTM D-86 distillation of stock tank HC liquids. In addition, we provide field sampling
services by highly trained lab personnel.
Greene’s professional technicians use the most advanced gas chromatography analysis
tools, and can quickly analyze and turn around samples. The average turnaround time for
sample analysis is 48 hours, but Greene’s also offers same day lab analysis when needed.
Some of the laboratory services offered
by Greene’s include:
• Hydrocarbon Analysis
• Condensate/oil Analysis
• Water Analysis
• On-site Sampling
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Greene’s Well Testing
1. Headquarters: Alice, TX
2. Laredo, TX
3. Odessa, TX
4. Pleasanton, TX
5. Imperial, PA

Focus on Safety
At Greene’s,
safety is our
first priority.
Experience,
knowledge,
responsiveness
and attention to
safety have made Greene’s Energy
Group an industry leader. This
mission guides the company’s
growth and expansion plans for all
of its energy service businesses.
Protecting the health and safety
of our people and the public,
preserving the environment and
preventing damage to property are
paramount.

You Require.
We Respond.
A leading provider of integrated testing, rentals and
specialty services, Greene’s Energy Group offers tools and
services to improve productivity onshore and offshore.
Discover Greene’s Energy Group and its integrated
solutions at www.greenesenergy.com:
• Drilling Services
• Completion Services
• Production Services
• Pipeline Services
• Construction Services
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